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Biblissima IIIF-Collections platform

➔ cross-collections search and discovery prototype for 
manuscripts and rare books (prior to 1800 only)

➔ aggregates metadata from 10 IIIF digital libraries

➔ complementary to the main Biblissima portal at 
biblissima.fr

https://biblissima.fr


Current scope: 10 datasets (June 2019)

◆ Gallica (BnF)

◆ Digital.Bodleian (Oxford)

◆ BVMM

◆ e-codices 

◆ British Library 
(BL-BnF Polonsky project)

◆ Europeana Regia

◆ Parker Library On the Web

◆ Bibliothèque Mazarine

◆ Ghent UL

◆ Cambridge UL

◆ Durham University and 
Cathedral Library

~65,000 IIIF Manifests



Targeted IIIF datasets

➔ 57 manuscripts repositories identified in the IIIF 
world (mostly from UK, France, USA, Germany)

frama.link/iiif-mss-registry

➔ A few observations on:
◆ open licences
◆ use of the seeAlso property
◆ metadata schemas linked from the seeAlso
◆ presence of a crawlable IIIF endpoint 

https://frama.link/iiif-mss-registry


Licences



Use of the seeAlso property



Metadata schemas (from seeAlso property)

+ different flavours of RDF (mix of 
vocabularies / various serialization 
formats)



Crawlable IIIF endpoint?

some of them have an
OAI-PMH endpoint, as an 
alternative...



Workflow

1. Crawl and harvest the repositories’ endpoints

2. Extract and process the data:
◆ filter by date, normalise the dates formats

◆ normalise strings of languages and roles

◆ reconcile and cluster named entities (agents, places…)

3. Transform and ingest the data into ElasticSearch



Demo
iiif.biblissima.fr/collections

https://iiif.biblissima.fr/collections


Advanced search parameters :
- exact search
- wildcards
- fuzzyness
- inclusion/exclusion
- boosting



Filter by library



Filter by language



Filter by date



Further info on this author in the 
Biblissima portal



Further info on this manuscript 
in the Biblissima portal



URI of the entity in the Biblissima 
authority file: 
https://data.biblissima.fr/entity/Q32764

https://data.biblissima.fr/entity/Q32764


Biblissima Authority data

➔ hub to manage and share our authority data: 
◆ wiki-based technology (Wikibase): natively collaborative + versioning

◆ handles URIs identifiers

◆ natively produces RDF

◆ user-friendly forms to edit entries

◆ remote access for machines: Web API + SPARQL endpoint

data.biblissima.fr

https://data.biblissima.fr


Biblissima Authority data

Publication spread over 2019:
✓ Persons (done, March 2019) ~26,500 entities

✓ Geographical names (done, April 2019) ~5,500 entities

🚧 Organisations (in progress)

🚧 Shelfmarks of manuscripts and early printed books

➔ Textual works

➔ Iconographic descriptors



Feedback to data providers

➔ on the IIIF Manifests, on the metadata encodings… 

➔ on the metadata itself (new identifications, corrections…)

➔ provision of data alignments/enrichments (URIs...)



Biblissima IIIF-Collections:

 iiif.biblissima.fr/collections

Biblissima authority data:

 data.biblissima.fr

https://iiif.biblissima.fr/collections
http://data.biblissima.fr
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